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1. Introduction    
  
The purpose of this chapter is to develop a resource management technique to utilize 
resource efficiently in multi-hop cellular networks. Multi-hop cellular networks have been 
proposed as a way to enhance throughput and extend coverage (Cho & Haas, 2004). This 
enhancement can in general be achieved by deploying relay stations in conventional cellular 
networks. The advantage of multi-hop networks arises from the reduction in the overall 
path loss achieved by using a relay station between a base station and a mobile station. 
Moreover, deeply shadowed mobile stations can be supported by using relay stations to 
bypass obstacles.  
Even though the multi-hop transmission has advantages, it also carries a penalty: the need 
for additional resources to transmit data in multi-hop manner (for example, in two-hop 
transmission, two time slots or frequency channels for the base station-relay station link and 
the relay station-mobile station link) (Lee et al., 2008). Hence, this penalty of multi-hop 
transmission is represented by ‘worms’, which devour resources (Ju et al., 2009). 
The trade-offs associated with the multi-hop networks make it difficult to assess their 
overall performance. For mobile stations with quality-of-service (QoS) requirements 
guaranteed by single-hop transmission with few resources, multi-hop transmission could 
end up wasting additional resources through multiple hops, even though it may provide 
higher end-to-end data rates. In other words, a higher end-to-end data rate does not 
guarantee higher efficiency in resource utilization. Hence, the amount of resources required 
to guarantee QoS should be considered when assessing multi-hop transmission performance 
and the performance can be different depending on a mobile station.  
In addition, the infrastructure cost increases almost linearly with the equipment capability 
(Johansson et al., 2004), and it is impossible to change the capability of the installed 
equipment flexibly according to the change of the required capability. Hence, a relay station 
has the limited and determined capability. Due to the limited capability, some of mobile 
stations cannot transmit in multi-hop if all capability of relay station has been already fully 
used for the other mobile stations. Hence, the resource management for assigning the 
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limited capability to the mobile station, who can take more advantage of multi-hop 
transmission, is required.  
In this chapter, for utilizing the resources efficiently, the resource management considering 
both the different multi-hop gains of each mobile stations and the limited capability of relay 
station is provided. First of all, a brief explanation about multi-hop cellular networks is 
provided in Section 2. Then, the transmission mode selection is discussed as a way to 
determine whether multi-hop or single-hop transmission is the transmission mode most 
appropriate for minimizing the resources used to guarantee a certain QoS in Section 3. The 
multi-hop gain is defined as the amount of resources saved by using multi-hop transmission 
instead of single-hop transmission, and the elements which affect the multi-hop gain are 
discussed. Based on the affecting elements, two criteria for transmission mode selection are 
provided and the performance of them is also verified.  
In Section 4, the multi-hop user admission is discussed as a way to determine which mobile 
station should be admitted or rejected to transmit data in multi-hop for maximizing the 
achievable multi-hop gain using the limited capability of relay station. The multi-hop user 
admission is formulated as a multi-dimensional knapsack problem, and two efficient 
heuristic algorithms for multi-hop user admission are introduced and the performance of 
those algorithms is discussed.    
Finally, the structure of resource management including the transmission mode selection 
and the multi-hop user admission is provided in Section 5.  
 
2. Multi-hop Cellular Networks 
  
The network under consideration in this chapter is a downlink orthogonal frequency 
division multiple access (OFDMA) multi-hop cellular network. The multi-hop system 
adopted here is the two-hop relaying system, which is known to be the most efficient multi-
hop system with respect to system capacity (Cho & Haas, 2004). In this system, data can be 
transmitted from a base station to a mobile station in one of two transmission modes: single-
hop transmission or multi-hop transmission via a fixed relay station.  
 
 Fig. 1. Downlink multi-hop cellular networks 
 
 
Fig. 1 shows an example of the connectivity for this system. In Fig. 1, the k th mobile station, 
kMS , is connected with the m th base station, mBS , and kMS  uses the i th fixed relay station 
in the m th cell, imRS , for multi-hop transmission. A number of fixed relay stations are 
placed on the relay belt. All the fixed relay stations are regenerative relays, so they decode 
data received from the base station and then forward it to the target mobile stations. In this 
system, three kinds of links are formed. The base station-fixed relay station links and the 
fixed relay station-mobile station links occurring with two-hop transmission are denoted by 
the link for the first hop ( 1L ) and the link for the second hop ( 2L ), respectively. The link for 
single-hop transmission ( SL ) also denotes the base station-mobile station link. Generally, it 
is assumed that 1L  has good channel condition for a line-of-sight (LOS) environment, and 
2L  and SL  are in a non line-of-sight (NLOS) environment (Liu et al., 2006). The LOS 
assumption can be satisfied by deploying fixed relay stations at selected locations, such as 
on top of a blinding.  
As QoS parameters which can be handled in the physical layer, the target data rate and the 
target bit-error-rate (BER) can be considered. In the regenerative relay, errors generated at 
each hop are propagated to the next hop. The sum of the target bit-error-rates for each hop 
in two-hop transmission should therefore be equal to or less than the target bit-error-rate in 
two-hop transmission, TB , as 2
1
T T
Lii
B B

  where TLiB  is the target bit-error-rate on the link 
of the i th hop (Boyer et al., 2004). 
In addition, the end-to-end data rate from a base station to a mobile station is determined by 
the minimum data rate among the rates in each hop (Jing et al., 2005). Hence, the target data 
rate for each hop should be equal to or greater than the target data rate, TR , as T TLiR R  
where TLiR  is the target data rate on the link of the i th hop. 
In OFDMA systems, each subcarrier can obtain a different channel gain. So, the received 
signal to interference and noise ratio (SINR) on the n th subcarrier of the link L  
( 1 2{ , , }SL L L L ) can be defined as  
( )( ) = , ,( ) ( )
L I
L
j I Ijj m
G n Pn Ln G n P 

                 (1) 
where   is the additive Gaussian noise power and ( )LG n  is the channel gain of link L  on 
the n th subcarrier. jI  is the link between an interferer in the j th cell and the target node, 
and IP  is the transmission power of the transmitter on that link. 
If it is assumed that every link in a cell utilizes different resources and resources used for 
transmission on a link are also reused at the same link in other cells concurrently, then the 
link mBS - imRS  and the link jBS - ijRS  ( j m ) use the same resources. Hence, in single-hop 
transmission, L  is the link mBS - kMS , jI  is the link jBS - kMS , and =I BSP P , where BSP  is 
the transmission power of the base station in (1). In addition, in two-hop transmission, L  is 
the link mBS - imRS , jI  is the link jBS - imRS , and =I BSP P  on the first hop. L  is the link imRS -
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limited capability to the mobile station, who can take more advantage of multi-hop 
transmission, is required.  
In this chapter, for utilizing the resources efficiently, the resource management considering 
both the different multi-hop gains of each mobile stations and the limited capability of relay 
station is provided. First of all, a brief explanation about multi-hop cellular networks is 
provided in Section 2. Then, the transmission mode selection is discussed as a way to 
determine whether multi-hop or single-hop transmission is the transmission mode most 
appropriate for minimizing the resources used to guarantee a certain QoS in Section 3. The 
multi-hop gain is defined as the amount of resources saved by using multi-hop transmission 
instead of single-hop transmission, and the elements which affect the multi-hop gain are 
discussed. Based on the affecting elements, two criteria for transmission mode selection are 
provided and the performance of them is also verified.  
In Section 4, the multi-hop user admission is discussed as a way to determine which mobile 
station should be admitted or rejected to transmit data in multi-hop for maximizing the 
achievable multi-hop gain using the limited capability of relay station. The multi-hop user 
admission is formulated as a multi-dimensional knapsack problem, and two efficient 
heuristic algorithms for multi-hop user admission are introduced and the performance of 
those algorithms is discussed.    
Finally, the structure of resource management including the transmission mode selection 
and the multi-hop user admission is provided in Section 5.  
 
2. Multi-hop Cellular Networks 
  
The network under consideration in this chapter is a downlink orthogonal frequency 
division multiple access (OFDMA) multi-hop cellular network. The multi-hop system 
adopted here is the two-hop relaying system, which is known to be the most efficient multi-
hop system with respect to system capacity (Cho & Haas, 2004). In this system, data can be 
transmitted from a base station to a mobile station in one of two transmission modes: single-
hop transmission or multi-hop transmission via a fixed relay station.  
 
 Fig. 1. Downlink multi-hop cellular networks 
 
 
Fig. 1 shows an example of the connectivity for this system. In Fig. 1, the k th mobile station, 
kMS , is connected with the m th base station, mBS , and kMS  uses the i th fixed relay station 
in the m th cell, imRS , for multi-hop transmission. A number of fixed relay stations are 
placed on the relay belt. All the fixed relay stations are regenerative relays, so they decode 
data received from the base station and then forward it to the target mobile stations. In this 
system, three kinds of links are formed. The base station-fixed relay station links and the 
fixed relay station-mobile station links occurring with two-hop transmission are denoted by 
the link for the first hop ( 1L ) and the link for the second hop ( 2L ), respectively. The link for 
single-hop transmission ( SL ) also denotes the base station-mobile station link. Generally, it 
is assumed that 1L  has good channel condition for a line-of-sight (LOS) environment, and 
2L  and SL  are in a non line-of-sight (NLOS) environment (Liu et al., 2006). The LOS 
assumption can be satisfied by deploying fixed relay stations at selected locations, such as 
on top of a blinding.  
As QoS parameters which can be handled in the physical layer, the target data rate and the 
target bit-error-rate (BER) can be considered. In the regenerative relay, errors generated at 
each hop are propagated to the next hop. The sum of the target bit-error-rates for each hop 
in two-hop transmission should therefore be equal to or less than the target bit-error-rate in 
two-hop transmission, TB , as 2
1
T T
Lii
B B

  where TLiB  is the target bit-error-rate on the link 
of the i th hop (Boyer et al., 2004). 
In addition, the end-to-end data rate from a base station to a mobile station is determined by 
the minimum data rate among the rates in each hop (Jing et al., 2005). Hence, the target data 
rate for each hop should be equal to or greater than the target data rate, TR , as T TLiR R  
where TLiR  is the target data rate on the link of the i th hop. 
In OFDMA systems, each subcarrier can obtain a different channel gain. So, the received 
signal to interference and noise ratio (SINR) on the n th subcarrier of the link L  
( 1 2{ , , }SL L L L ) can be defined as  
( )( ) = , ,( ) ( )
L I
L
j I Ijj m
G n Pn Ln G n P 

                 (1) 
where   is the additive Gaussian noise power and ( )LG n  is the channel gain of link L  on 
the n th subcarrier. jI  is the link between an interferer in the j th cell and the target node, 
and IP  is the transmission power of the transmitter on that link. 
If it is assumed that every link in a cell utilizes different resources and resources used for 
transmission on a link are also reused at the same link in other cells concurrently, then the 
link mBS - imRS  and the link jBS - ijRS  ( j m ) use the same resources. Hence, in single-hop 
transmission, L  is the link mBS - kMS , jI  is the link jBS - kMS , and =I BSP P , where BSP  is 
the transmission power of the base station in (1). In addition, in two-hop transmission, L  is 
the link mBS - imRS , jI  is the link jBS - imRS , and =I BSP P  on the first hop. L  is the link imRS -
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kMS , jI  is the link ijRS - kMS , and =I FRSP P  on the second hop where FRSP  is the 
transmission power of the fixed relay station. 
Some of subcarriers are not being used when the mobile stations do not require all of 
subcarriers in OFDMA systems. Hence, ( )j n  in (1) is adopted to express the loading state 
of the n the subcarrier in the j th cell. ( ) = 1j n  if the n th subcarrier is used to transfer data 
in the j th cell, while ( ) = 0j n  otherwise. Therefore, the average loading state of the j th 
cell, j , is defined as  
=1
1= ( ),
N
j j
n
nN                                                                       (2) 
where N  is the total number of subcarriers in a cell. In addition, j  becomes one when 
there is full loading. 
With adaptive modulation coding (AMC), the throughput on the link L  is expressed as the 
function of ( )L n  and TLB , as follows:  
2
( ) = ( , ( ))
1 1.5= 1 ( ) , , ,log ln(5 )
T
L L L
LT
s L
R n f B n
n L nT B

     
                                         (3) 
 where sT  is the symbol duration (Qiu and Chawla, 1999). The number of subcarriers on link 
L  required to guarantee the QoS for kMS , ,k LC , is determined by TR  and ( )LR n . For 
instance, when the channel gains of all subcarriers are equal and the average loading state 
for the other cells is one, then (1)LR = (2)LR = = LR , and ,k LC  can be defined as  
 , = / , ,Tk L LC R R k L                                                            (4) 
 where    is the least integer equal to or greater than  . Hence, the total numbers of 
subcarriers of kMS  required to transmit data with a QoS guarantee by single-hop 
transmission and multi-hop transmission, SHkC  and MHkC , are respectively defined as  
 2, ,
=1
= , = , .SH MHk k L k k LS iiC C C C k                                                     (5) 
A fixed relay station has a limited capability due to the cost, the limitation of power 
amplifier and so on. In this chapter, the number of supportable subcarriers is considered as 
the capability of the fixed relay station. It means that the i th fixed relay station can support 
up to ,i RXN  subcarriers for receiving on 1L  (the link between the base station and the relay 
station) and ,i TXN  subcarriers for transmitting on 2L  (the link between the  relay station and 
the mobile station) in a time. Hence, the total number of required subcarriers of each link 
should be equal or fewer than the supportable number of subcarriers of a fixed relay station 
in each link as follows:  
, , , ,1 2, ,k L i RX k L i TXk MU k MUi i
C N C N
 
  
 
                                                (6) 
 
where iMU  is the set of mobile stations who want to use the i th fixed relay station in 
transmission. Fixed relay stations which have higher capabilities can generally support 
more subcarriers with higher total power. 
  
3. Transmission Model Selection: Multi-hop vs. Single-hop  
  
The multi-hop transmission needs for additional resources, but it achieves more reliable 
transmission than the single-hop transmission. Due to this trade-off, the multi-hop 
transmission cannot be better than the single-hop transmission for all users. Hence, the 
elements, which affect the performance of multi-hop transmission, are investigated and the 
transmission mode selection for more efficient resource utilization is discussed in this 
section.  
 
3.1Achievable Gain from Multi-hop Transmission  
With respect to efficiency of resources, the gain associated with multi-hop transmission is 
achieved when subcarriers are saved by transmitting in multi-hop instead of in single-hop. 
Hence, the multi-hop gain, kS , can be defined as the relative ratio of the amount of saved 
subcarriers to the number of required subcarriers in single-hop transmission as follows (Lee 
et al., 2008):  
= , .
SH MH
k k
k SH
k
C CS kC
                                                    (7) 
This approach shows the amount of gain or loss with multi-hop transmission. Thus, if kS  
has a positive value, that means that the multi-hop transmission is saving subcarriers with 
guaranteeing the QoS requirements for the k th mobile station. On the other hand, if the 
value of kS  is negative, that implies that the multi-hop transmission is wasting subcarriers. 
Fig. 2 presents the multi-hop gain in various environments with the assumption of the equal 
average loading states of other cells as = ,j j m     in (2).  The distance between the k th 
mobile station and the base station is denoted by kd  and the cell radius is celld . System 
parameters in Table 1 are used for simulations. Fig. 2 and the formulas from (1) to (5) show 
that multi-hop gain is affected by three elements: loading state of other cells, location of the 
mobile station, and QoS requirements. Due to the long transmission distance in single-hop 
transmission, ,k LSC  is generally greater than , 1k LC  or , 2k LC . However, for the multi-hop 
transmission, subcarriers for multi-hops, the sum of , 1k LC  and , 2k LC , should be used. By this 
relation, the multi-hop gain is affected by the loading states of other cells and the location of 
the mobile station. As the loading state of other cells increases or if the mobile station is 
located near the cell boundary, the SINRs of the three links decrease. At a lower SINR, the 
achievable data rate is more sensitive to variation of SINR due to the log function as in (3). 
This means that the farther the SINR falls, the faster the number of subcarriers required for 
guaranteeing QoS increases. Hence, in this environment, ,k LSC  increases more rapidly than 
the sum of , 1k LC  and , 2k LC , so that a bigger multi-hop gain can be achieved.  
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L  required to guarantee the QoS for kMS , ,k LC , is determined by TR  and ( )LR n . For 
instance, when the channel gains of all subcarriers are equal and the average loading state 
for the other cells is one, then (1)LR = (2)LR = = LR , and ,k LC  can be defined as  
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up to ,i RXN  subcarriers for receiving on 1L  (the link between the base station and the relay 
station) and ,i TXN  subcarriers for transmitting on 2L  (the link between the  relay station and 
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where iMU  is the set of mobile stations who want to use the i th fixed relay station in 
transmission. Fixed relay stations which have higher capabilities can generally support 
more subcarriers with higher total power. 
  
3. Transmission Model Selection: Multi-hop vs. Single-hop  
  
The multi-hop transmission needs for additional resources, but it achieves more reliable 
transmission than the single-hop transmission. Due to this trade-off, the multi-hop 
transmission cannot be better than the single-hop transmission for all users. Hence, the 
elements, which affect the performance of multi-hop transmission, are investigated and the 
transmission mode selection for more efficient resource utilization is discussed in this 
section.  
 
3.1Achievable Gain from Multi-hop Transmission  
With respect to efficiency of resources, the gain associated with multi-hop transmission is 
achieved when subcarriers are saved by transmitting in multi-hop instead of in single-hop. 
Hence, the multi-hop gain, kS , can be defined as the relative ratio of the amount of saved 
subcarriers to the number of required subcarriers in single-hop transmission as follows (Lee 
et al., 2008):  
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                                                    (7) 
This approach shows the amount of gain or loss with multi-hop transmission. Thus, if kS  
has a positive value, that means that the multi-hop transmission is saving subcarriers with 
guaranteeing the QoS requirements for the k th mobile station. On the other hand, if the 
value of kS  is negative, that implies that the multi-hop transmission is wasting subcarriers. 
Fig. 2 presents the multi-hop gain in various environments with the assumption of the equal 
average loading states of other cells as = ,j j m     in (2).  The distance between the k th 
mobile station and the base station is denoted by kd  and the cell radius is celld . System 
parameters in Table 1 are used for simulations. Fig. 2 and the formulas from (1) to (5) show 
that multi-hop gain is affected by three elements: loading state of other cells, location of the 
mobile station, and QoS requirements. Due to the long transmission distance in single-hop 
transmission, ,k LSC  is generally greater than , 1k LC  or , 2k LC . However, for the multi-hop 
transmission, subcarriers for multi-hops, the sum of , 1k LC  and , 2k LC , should be used. By this 
relation, the multi-hop gain is affected by the loading states of other cells and the location of 
the mobile station. As the loading state of other cells increases or if the mobile station is 
located near the cell boundary, the SINRs of the three links decrease. At a lower SINR, the 
achievable data rate is more sensitive to variation of SINR due to the log function as in (3). 
This means that the farther the SINR falls, the faster the number of subcarriers required for 
guaranteeing QoS increases. Hence, in this environment, ,k LSC  increases more rapidly than 
the sum of , 1k LC  and , 2k LC , so that a bigger multi-hop gain can be achieved.  
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System Parameters Values 
 System bandwidth   5MHz  
 Number of subcarriers  1024  
 Path loss exponent (LOS/NLOS)   2.35 / 3.76 
 Standard deviation of shadowing 
(LOS/NLOS)  
 3.4 dB / 8 dB  
Transmission power of base station  
/fixed relay station  
 43 dBm / 40 dBm  
Cell radius /Radius of the relay belt   500 m / 250 m 
Number of cells 7 
Number of fixed relay stations  
per cell  
 6, Symmetrically located 
 on the relay belt 
Number of mobile stations per cell   200, Uniformly distributed 
Modulation order  
  
 BPSK, QPSK,  
 16-,64-,128- QAM 
Power control   Equal power allocation  
Table 1. System parameters (for simulations of Fig. 2, Fig. 3, Fig. 5 and Fig. 6) 
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QoS Requirements
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=0.95
=0.90
=0.85
 Fig. 2. Multi-hop gain based on QoS requirements (target data rate/target BER), loading 
state of other cells (  ) and mobile station location (the mobile station’s QoS parameters are 
3128 /10kbps   for all cases except for the case of  = 1.0.) 
 
 
However, this increasing multi-hop gain begins to decrease when kd  is above a certain 
value (e.g., / 0.7k celld d   when 0.95   in Fig. 2). The reason for this is that , 2k LC  is also 
increasing rapidly due to larger interference as the mobile station moves to the cell edge, 
causing the difference between SHkC  and MHkC  to get smaller. 
On the other hand, as the mobile station approaches the base station or the loading states of 
other cells decrease, the SINRs for all three links are increasing. When the SINR has 
increased enough, the required number of subcarriers becomes small and it is no longer 
sensitive to the variation in SINR. Hence, in this environment, all of ,k LSC , , 1k LC  and , 2k LC  
are small, so that the multi-hop transmission would waste subcarriers because of the usage 
of subcarriers for two hops. For this reason, the multi-hop transmission does not have any 
gain as the loading states of other cells decrease or the mobile station approaches the base 
station (e.g., / 0.5k celld d   when 0.95   in Fig. 2). 
In addition, comparing the upper three lines in Fig. 2 shows that the multi-hop gain has 
different values depending on the target data rate and the target BER. Even the multi-hop 
gains for these three cases become similar when the mobile station approaches the cell 
boundary because of the large amount of interference, a lower target BER induces a higher 
multi-hop gain because the reliable transmission is more important to mobile stations 
requiring lower target BERs. The multi-hop gain also varies depending on the target data 
rate due to the subcarrier allocation process. 
In this subsection, the affecting elements on the multi-hop gain, the loading state of other 
cells, the location of mobile station, and QoS requirement, have been discussed. Since the 
multi-hop transmission can save (or waste) resources according to those elements, the multi-
hop transmission should be used selectively for efficient utilization of resources. Hence, 
transmission mode selection is required to determine the appropriate transmission mode for 
each mobile station: multi-hop transmission or single-hop transmission. 
 
3.2 Mechanism for Transmission Mode Selection 
The number of required subcarriers changes depending on the transmission mode, the QoS 
requirements, and the channel condition. To save subcarriers, whichever transmission mode 
requires fewer subcarriers should be the one selected. Hence, the subcarrier-based criterion, 
,k S , is defined as follows (Lee et al., 2008):  
, = , .SH MHk S k kC C k    (8) 
 If ,k S  is greater than zero, then the selected transmission mode becomes the multi-hop 
transmission; otherwise, single-hop transmission mode is selected. 
In the case where the SINRs for each subcarrier are different, SHkC  and MHkC  cannot be 
calculated before the transmission mode is determined because the frequency bands for 
single-hop and multi-hop transmission may be different. The subcarrier allocation which 
determines the number of required subcarriers should therefore be performed after 
determination of the transmission mode. In this case, the average number of required 
subcarriers kC  can be used instead of kC  to calculate ,k S  where  ,SH MH . SHkC  and 
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System Parameters Values 
 System bandwidth   5MHz  
 Number of subcarriers  1024  
 Path loss exponent (LOS/NLOS)   2.35 / 3.76 
 Standard deviation of shadowing 
(LOS/NLOS)  
 3.4 dB / 8 dB  
Transmission power of base station  
/fixed relay station  
 43 dBm / 40 dBm  
Cell radius /Radius of the relay belt   500 m / 250 m 
Number of cells 7 
Number of fixed relay stations  
per cell  
 6, Symmetrically located 
 on the relay belt 
Number of mobile stations per cell   200, Uniformly distributed 
Modulation order  
  
 BPSK, QPSK,  
 16-,64-,128- QAM 
Power control   Equal power allocation  
Table 1. System parameters (for simulations of Fig. 2, Fig. 3, Fig. 5 and Fig. 6) 
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 Fig. 2. Multi-hop gain based on QoS requirements (target data rate/target BER), loading 
state of other cells (  ) and mobile station location (the mobile station’s QoS parameters are 
3128 /10kbps   for all cases except for the case of  = 1.0.) 
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cells, the location of mobile station, and QoS requirement, have been discussed. Since the 
multi-hop transmission can save (or waste) resources according to those elements, the multi-
hop transmission should be used selectively for efficient utilization of resources. Hence, 
transmission mode selection is required to determine the appropriate transmission mode for 
each mobile station: multi-hop transmission or single-hop transmission. 
 
3.2 Mechanism for Transmission Mode Selection 
The number of required subcarriers changes depending on the transmission mode, the QoS 
requirements, and the channel condition. To save subcarriers, whichever transmission mode 
requires fewer subcarriers should be the one selected. Hence, the subcarrier-based criterion, 
,k S , is defined as follows (Lee et al., 2008):  
, = , .SH MHk S k kC C k    (8) 
 If ,k S  is greater than zero, then the selected transmission mode becomes the multi-hop 
transmission; otherwise, single-hop transmission mode is selected. 
In the case where the SINRs for each subcarrier are different, SHkC  and MHkC  cannot be 
calculated before the transmission mode is determined because the frequency bands for 
single-hop and multi-hop transmission may be different. The subcarrier allocation which 
determines the number of required subcarriers should therefore be performed after 
determination of the transmission mode. In this case, the average number of required 
subcarriers kC  can be used instead of kC  to calculate ,k S  where  ,SH MH . SHkC  and 
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As simpler way to select transmission mode, the distance based criterion can be used. As 
discussed in Section 3.1, the multi-hop gain changes depending on the locations of mobile 
stations. Positive gain could be obtained when a mobile station is located near the base 
station. Hence, the transmission mode can be determined using the following criterion (Lee 
et al., 2008): 
, = , .k D k refd d k                                                                 (9) 
 
In (9), kd  is 2 20 0( ) ( )k kx x y y    where ( 0 0,x y ) and ( ,k kx y ) are the coordinates (x and y) 
of a base station's location and the mobile station's location obtained by a positioning system 
(e.g., global positioning system), respectively, and refd  is the reference distance for the 
transmission mode selection. If kd  is greater than refd , ,k D  has a positive value and the 
multi-hop transmission is selected. This means that the multi-hop transmission is applied 
for mobile stations located outside of the circle with radius refd .  
The performance of the transmission mode selection can be expressed as blocking 
probability, which is the ratio of the number of unsupportable mobile stations, UK , to the 
total number of mobile stations which access the system, TK , or /U TK K  as Fig. 3. In this 
figure, TMS-S and TMS-D represent the transmission mode selections using the subcarrier-
based criterion ( ,k S ) and the distance-based criterion ( ,k D ), respectively.  
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In Fig. 3, TMS-D and TMS-S demonstrate better performance, regardless of the loading 
states of other cells, than the cases where either single-hop transmission or the multi-hop 
transmission is applied without the selection process. This means that more mobile stations 
can be supported in a cell with lower blocking probability when the transmission mode 
selection is applied. Specifically, when the loading states of other cells are 1.0 and the 
blocking probability is 0.1, only 45 mobile stations and 95 mobile stations can be supported 
using conventional single-hop transmission and the multi-hop transmission, respectively. 
The number of supportable mobile stations increases to 150 with TMS-D and 250 with TMS-S. 
 
4. Multi-hop User Admission for Relay Stations with Limited Capabilities  
  
Based on the transmission mode selection in Section 3.2, the multi-hop user and the single-hop 
user, which denote the mobile stations which select the multi-hop transmission and the 
single-hop transmission, respectively, are determined. Since all fixed relay stations have the 
limited capabilities, a fixed relay station may not be able to support all of multi-hop users.  
When the required subcarriers of multi-hop users are beyond the number of supportable 
subcarriers in (6), some multi-hop users cannot receive data in multi-hop. Hence, to utilize 
the limited capability of the fixed relay station efficiently, the multi-hop user admission is 
required to allow the multi-hop users, which achieve high multi-hop gain, to use a fixed 
relay station. Therefore, in this section, the problem of multi-hop user admission is 
discussed and the multi-hop user admission algorithms are presented.  
 
4.1 Formulation of Multi-hop User Admission 
The multi-hop user admission strategy is formulated to determine the admitted multi-hop 
users to use the fixed relay station among all multi-hop users for maximizing the total multi-
hop gains which can be obtained from the admitted multi-hop users as follows: 
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where F  is the total number of fixed relay stations in a cell,  and the kx  is the indicator of 
admission. If kMS  is admitted to transmit in multi-hop using the fixed relay station, 
then = 1kx , otherwise = 0kx  and kMS  should transmit in single-hop. 
For each fixed relay station, there are two constraints from the limited capabilities: 1,i  and 
2,i  based on the i th fixed relay station. The Lagrangian of multi-hop user admission 
problem, ( , )Lag u u , can be defined as follows: 
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As simpler way to select transmission mode, the distance based criterion can be used. As 
discussed in Section 3.1, the multi-hop gain changes depending on the locations of mobile 
stations. Positive gain could be obtained when a mobile station is located near the base 
station. Hence, the transmission mode can be determined using the following criterion (Lee 
et al., 2008): 
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In (9), kd  is 2 20 0( ) ( )k kx x y y    where ( 0 0,x y ) and ( ,k kx y ) are the coordinates (x and y) 
of a base station's location and the mobile station's location obtained by a positioning system 
(e.g., global positioning system), respectively, and refd  is the reference distance for the 
transmission mode selection. If kd  is greater than refd , ,k D  has a positive value and the 
multi-hop transmission is selected. This means that the multi-hop transmission is applied 
for mobile stations located outside of the circle with radius refd .  
The performance of the transmission mode selection can be expressed as blocking 
probability, which is the ratio of the number of unsupportable mobile stations, UK , to the 
total number of mobile stations which access the system, TK , or /U TK K  as Fig. 3. In this 
figure, TMS-S and TMS-D represent the transmission mode selections using the subcarrier-
based criterion ( ,k S ) and the distance-based criterion ( ,k D ), respectively.  
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In Fig. 3, TMS-D and TMS-S demonstrate better performance, regardless of the loading 
states of other cells, than the cases where either single-hop transmission or the multi-hop 
transmission is applied without the selection process. This means that more mobile stations 
can be supported in a cell with lower blocking probability when the transmission mode 
selection is applied. Specifically, when the loading states of other cells are 1.0 and the 
blocking probability is 0.1, only 45 mobile stations and 95 mobile stations can be supported 
using conventional single-hop transmission and the multi-hop transmission, respectively. 
The number of supportable mobile stations increases to 150 with TMS-D and 250 with TMS-S. 
 
4. Multi-hop User Admission for Relay Stations with Limited Capabilities  
  
Based on the transmission mode selection in Section 3.2, the multi-hop user and the single-hop 
user, which denote the mobile stations which select the multi-hop transmission and the 
single-hop transmission, respectively, are determined. Since all fixed relay stations have the 
limited capabilities, a fixed relay station may not be able to support all of multi-hop users.  
When the required subcarriers of multi-hop users are beyond the number of supportable 
subcarriers in (6), some multi-hop users cannot receive data in multi-hop. Hence, to utilize 
the limited capability of the fixed relay station efficiently, the multi-hop user admission is 
required to allow the multi-hop users, which achieve high multi-hop gain, to use a fixed 
relay station. Therefore, in this section, the problem of multi-hop user admission is 
discussed and the multi-hop user admission algorithms are presented.  
 
4.1 Formulation of Multi-hop User Admission 
The multi-hop user admission strategy is formulated to determine the admitted multi-hop 
users to use the fixed relay station among all multi-hop users for maximizing the total multi-
hop gains which can be obtained from the admitted multi-hop users as follows: 
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where F  is the total number of fixed relay stations in a cell,  and the kx  is the indicator of 
admission. If kMS  is admitted to transmit in multi-hop using the fixed relay station, 
then = 1kx , otherwise = 0kx  and kMS  should transmit in single-hop. 
For each fixed relay station, there are two constraints from the limited capabilities: 1,i  and 
2,i  based on the i th fixed relay station. The Lagrangian of multi-hop user admission 
problem, ( , )Lag u u , can be defined as follows: 
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where iu  and 'iu  are Lagrangian multipliers. Hence, it is shown that the primal problem can 
be decomposed into sub-problems '( , )i iZ u u  where ' '( , ) = max ( , )i i i iZ u u Lag u u . It means that 
the parallel multi-hop user admissions for each fixed relay station can work independently 
since the result of one fixed relay station's multi-hop user admission does not affect the 
other fixed relay stations' multi-hop user admission. Therefore, we can deal with the multi-
hop user admission problem by decomposing into the independent multi-hop user 
admission problems for each fixed relay station, which can be formulated as follows:  
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(12) 
 
The problem in (12) has the equivalent form with the two-dimensional knapsack problem 
(TDKP) which is a kind of multi-dimensional knapsack problem (MDKP) (Qiu & Chawla, 
1999). The MDKP is a variant of the classical 0-1 knapsack problem (KP) with more than two 
knapsacks. 
 
4.2 Algorithms for Multi-hop User Admission 
As shown in Section 4.1, the multi-hop user admission strategy can be represented as the 
two-dimensional knapsack problem a kind of MDKP. The KP and the MDKP are proven to 
be NP-hard, so the optimal solutions of them cannot be obtained in a polynomial time 
(Akbar et al., 2005). Hence, a heuristic algorithm could be used for multi-hop user admission, 
and two multi-hop user admission algorithms are presented in this section. 
 
4. 2. 1 Balanced Link Multi-hop User Admission (BL-MUA) Algorithm 
In the multi-hop user admission, the balance between the used resources on 1L  and those on 
2L  is important. The reason for this is that no additional multi-hop users can be admitted 
when at least one of ,i RXN  on 1L  and ,i TXN  on 2L  is fully occupied for other multi-hop 
users. Hence, the balanced link multi-hop user admission (BL-MUA) algorithm has been 
proposed in (Lee et al., 2007) considering the balance in admission by adopting the primal 
effective gradient method (PEGM) (Toyoda, 1975). 
The PEGM determines the priority of admission using the new measurement of the 
aggregate resource. The aggregate resource is to penalize the multi-hop user which requires 
many subcarriers in the more loaded link. The aggregate resource in multi-hop user admission 
can be defined as 2 2, 1 , 2 1 21 2( ) /k k L k LA C l C l l l      where 1l  and 2l  are the total numbers of 
used subcarriers on 1L  and 2L  by the currently admitted multi-hop users, respectively. The 
priority function of the BL-MUA algorithm, ,BL kU , is set by the multi-hop gain over the 
aggregate resources, /k kS A , as follows:  
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1 2
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If at least one of ,i TXN  and ,i RXN  is insufficient for supporting all multi-hop users in iMU , 
the multi-hop user with the lowest priority is rejected to use the fixed relay station one by 
one. The priority function helps to balance between the loading states of two links while 
rejecting the multi-hop user. 
 
4. 2. 2 Focused Link Multi-hop User Admission (FL-MUA) Algorithm 
The BL-MUA algorithm attaches importance to the balance of used resources in 1L  and 2L . 
However, if fixed relay stations are located in a LOS environment with the base station and 
the environment of 2L  is a NLOS (like a general assumption), then the number of required 
subcarriers to guarantee the same target data rate in 2L  is much more than that in 1L , 
, ,1 2k L k LC C . This means that more multi-hop users could not be admitted in a fixed relay 
station generally due to the full loading of 2L , not that of 1L  (the supportable subcarriers in 
2L  is exhausted quickly than that in 1L ). 
Therefore, the multi-hop user admission considering both loading states of 1L  and 2L  can 
be simplified to that considering only that of 2L . In this case, the multi-hop user admission 
strategy becomes a simple knapsack problem, not the two-dimensional knapsack problem 
anymore. Hence, the focused link multi-hop user admission (FL-MUA) algorithm is 
proposed to focus only on the loading state of 2L (Lee et al., 2007). As the priority function in 
the FL-MUA algorithm, the multi-hop gain per the average number of required subcarriers 
in 2L  is used as  
2, ,/ .FL k k k LU S C                                                                 (12) 
 
When the supportable subcarriers of a fixed relay station are not sufficient, the multi-hop 
users are excluded in a low-priority order one by one. 
 
4. 2. 3 Procedure of multi-hop user admission algorithms 
The process of the multi-hop user admission algorithms progresses independently for each 
fixed relay station, and the overall procedure is shown by the flow chart in Fig. 4. If multi-
hop users which want to use the i th fixed relay station exist, the total number of required 
subcarriers for supporting all multi-hop users in 1L  and 2L , 1ol  and 2ol , can be calculated as  
 
1 , 2 ,1 2, .o ok L k Lk MU k MUi i
l C l C
 
    (13) 
 
If 1 ,>o i RXl N  or 2 ,>o i TXl N , then the multi-hop user admission algorithm starts. First of all, the 
priority values of all multi-hop users are obtained based on the priority function in (11) or 
(12). After that, the multi-hop user with the lowest priority is selected and the indicator of 
admission is set to zero. The selected multi-hop user should do single-hop transmission, so 
the multi-hop user is excluded from the iMU  and added to the set of single-hop users, SU . 
If one or both of the capabilities in the first hop and the second hop, ,i RXN  and ,i TXN , are still 
insufficient after one multi-hop user exclusion, the multi-hop user admission process 
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where iu  and 'iu  are Lagrangian multipliers. Hence, it is shown that the primal problem can 
be decomposed into sub-problems '( , )i iZ u u  where ' '( , ) = max ( , )i i i iZ u u Lag u u . It means that 
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If at least one of ,i TXN  and ,i RXN  is insufficient for supporting all multi-hop users in iMU , 
the multi-hop user with the lowest priority is rejected to use the fixed relay station one by 
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(12). After that, the multi-hop user with the lowest priority is selected and the indicator of 
admission is set to zero. The selected multi-hop user should do single-hop transmission, so 
the multi-hop user is excluded from the iMU  and added to the set of single-hop users, SU . 
If one or both of the capabilities in the first hop and the second hop, ,i RXN  and ,i TXN , are still 
insufficient after one multi-hop user exclusion, the multi-hop user admission process 
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progresses again. At this time, the used resources, 1l  and 2l , are changed due to the 
exclusion of a multi-hop user, so the priority function of the BL-MUA algorithm should be 
updated. On the other hand, in the FL-MUA algorithm, the updating process is not required 
and the algorithm just keeps using the previously determined priorities, so it is simpler than 
the BL-MUA algorithm. The process of the multi-hop user admission continuously works 
until both of ,i RXN  and ,i TXN  are sufficient for supporting all multi-hop users in iMU . 
 
 Fig. 4. Flow chart of the multi-hop user admission algorithms (BL-MUA algorithm and FL-
MUA algorithm) 
 
 
4.3 Performance of Multi-hop User Admission Algorithms 
In this section, the performance of the BL-MUA algorithm and that of the FL-MUA 
algorithm are evaluated with the assumption that the deployed fixed relay stations have the 
same capabilities as RN  and all capabilities for transmitting and receiving are equal as 
, ,= = ,i RX i TX RN N N i . The performances of the multi-hop user algorithms are verified with 
two types of fixed relay stations: the fixed relay station with low capability (L-FRS) and that 
with high capability (H-FRS). The numbers of supportable subcarriers per fixed relay station 
are set to 16  for L-FRS and 64  for H-FRS, and the average loading state of other cells is set 
to one. The other system parameters are the same as Table 1. In addition, the performances 
of the multi-hop user admission algorithms are compared to the case where multi-hop users 
are randomly admitted without an admission algorithm (w/o MUA in Fig. 5).  
In both multi-hop user admission algorithms, with the higher priority, the supportable 
subcarriers of a fixed relay station are used for the mobile stations which occupy fewer 
subcarriers with higher multi-hop gain. Hence, the number of admitted multi-hop users in a 
fixed relay station can be increased by the algorithms. Those are verified in Fig. 5. 
Fig. 5 presents the number of admitted multi-hop users in a fixed relay station according to 
two types of fixed relay stations. More multi-hop users can be supported in a fixed relay 
station by the multi-hop user admission algorithms within the limited capability of fixed 
relay station compared to the case without multi-hop user admission algorithm.  
Moreover, the performance difference between the multi-hop user admission algorithms 
and the case without the algorithm becomes more significant as the number of multi-hop 
users increases. When the number of multi-hop users is small, the capability of fixed relay 
station is generally sufficient for supporting all multi-hop users. Hence, the multi-hop user 
admission is not actually required and the performance of the multi-hop user admission 
algorithms is similar to the case without the algorithms. However, the multi-hop user 
admission becomes meaningful when the fixed relay station cannot support all multi-hop 
users because of the insufficient capability. 
In addition, the performance of BL-MUA algorithm and that of FL-MUA algorithm are 
similar. The reason for this is from the physical characteristics of 1L  and 2L . The number of 
required subcarriers in 2L is much more than that in 1L  as , ,2 1k L k LC C . In this case, the 
priority function of the BL-MUA algorithm in (11) can be approximated to the priority 
function of the FL-MUA algorithm in (12) as  2 2, 1 2 , 1 , 21 2=BL k k k L k LU S l l C l C l    , ,2 =k k L FL kS C U . Thus, the similar priority functions 
are used in both algorithms, so the total numbers of admitted users of them do not have big 
difference. It implies that the FL-MUA algorithm could obtain similar performance to the 
BL-MUA algorithm with less complexity. 
In addition, in the aspect of total capacity in a cell, more mobile stations can be supported 
with guaranteeing their QoS requirements regardless of single-hop or multi-hop 
transmissions using the multi-hop user admission algorithms. This can be verified by Fig. 6 
which shows the blocking probability as the number of mobile stations per cell increases.  
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The blocking probabilities of the multi-hop user admission algorithms are smaller than that 
of the case without the algorithm over all range. Specifically, within 0.1 blocking probability, 
the case without the algorithm can support at most 135 mobile stations with L-FRSs and 185 
mobile stations with H-FRSs. On the other hand, the numbers of supportable mobile stations 
are increased up to 180 mobile stations with L-FRSs and 223 mobile stations with H-FRSs by 
the multi-hop user admission algorithms. It implies that 33 %  and 20 %  of the supportable 
mobile stations in a cell are increased by the multi-hop user admission algorithms with L-
FRSs and H-FRSs, respectively. Thus, more mobile stations can be supported in a cell with 
low blocking probability by the multi-hop user admission algorithms. 
 
5. Overall Structure of Resource Management in Multi-hop Cellular Networks  
  
In Section 3 and Section 4, the transmission mode selection and the multi-hop user 
admission have been discussed. The transmission mode determined through the 
transmission mode selection can be changed after the multi-hop user admission.  The reason 
for this is that some mobile stations should transmit in single-hop due to the limitation of 
the fixed relay station’s capability even though they select the multi-hop transmission in the 
transmission mode selection. Therefore, the final transmission mode determination and the 
resource allocation should be performed after the multi-hop user admission. The overall 
process of the resource management including the transmission mode selection and the 
multi-hop user admission is summarized as follows:  
 
 Fig. 7. The overall structure of resource management in multi-hop cellular networks 
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1) Once the mobile station set is defined and the required SINR information of the mobile 
stations are collected in a base station, the resource management process can start. The 
required SINR information is determined according to the criterion of the transmission 
mode selection and it could include the received SINRs of 1L , 2L  and SL . 
2) During the transmission mode selection with a specific criterion (subcarrier-based or 
distance-based criterion), the set of multi-hop users, oiMU , and the set of single-hop users, 
oSU , are determined. 
3) After determining the set of multi-hop users, the multi-hop user admission can be 
performed. Through a multi-hop user admission algorithm (BL-MUA or FL-MUA 
algorithm), the mobile stations who can finally receive data in multi-hop, iMU  and the 
mobile stations who should receive data in single-hop, SU , due to the lack of the capability 
of the fixed relay station are determined.   
4) The single-hop users in the sets of oSU  and SU  are forwarded to the resource allocation 
process based on SINR information of SL , and the multi-hop users in the set of 
iMU undergoes the resource allocation process based on SINR information of 1L  and 2L .  
After all of those processes are progressed, the final transmission mode which can maximize 
the multi-hop gain within the limited capability can be obtained.  
According to the transmission mode selection criterion and the multi-hop user admission 
algorithm, the complexity of this resource management could be changed. In the 
transmission mode selection, the complexity of the transmission mode selection with the 
subcarrier-based criterion is 2( (log ) )TO K N p p  where p  is the required number of digits 
used in the operations such as square root and multiplication. It is higher than the 
complexity of transmission mode selection with the distance-based criterion, 2( )TO K p (Lee 
et al., 2008). Hence, the subcarrier-based selection criterion’s complexity is higher than the 
distance-based selection criterion, but it achieves better performance since it consider more 
elements for determining an appropriate transmission mode as shown in Section 3. 
In the multi-hop user admission, the FL-MUA algorithm is simpler than the BL-MUA 
algorithm while the BL-MUA algorithm could achieve better performance as shown in 
Section 4.  
Therefore, designers can use appropriate selection criterion and multi-hop user admission 
algorithm based on what the acceptable complexity level for that system is. 
 
6. Conclusion 
  
This chapter provides the resource management for efficient resource utilization in multi-
hop cellular networks. The resource management has two parts: the transmission mode 
selection and the multi-hop user admission. The transmission mode selection is a way to 
select an appropriate transmission mode between the multi-hop transmission and the 
single-hop transmission for saving resources with guaranteeing QoS requirements of mobile 
stations. Two kinds of selection criteria, subcarrier-based and distance-based criterion, are 
provided after discussing the elements which affect the multi-hop gains such as the QoS 
requirements, the mobile station’s location, and the loading states of other cells. 
 
However, due to the limited capability of a relay station, some mobile stations cannot 
transmit data in multi-hop even though they select the multi-hop transmission mode. 
Hence, the multi-hop user admission is provided as a way to assign the limited capability of 
a relay station to the mobile stations which can maximize the multi-hop gain. Since the 
multi-hop user admission strategy is a NP-hard problem, two heuristic algorithms are 
provided: the BL-MUA algorithm focused on the load balance between 1L  and 2L  and the 
FL-MUA algorithm focused only on the load state of 2L . Through the transmission mode 
selection and the multi-hop user admission, the resources can be used efficiently with 
supporting more mobile stations with lower blocking probability.  
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